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eight chapters'
The presented dissertation work consists of Introduction'
totally 75o pages' of which the text is
Conclusion, Cited Bibliography and a Catalogue,
number of the considered coin issues is
pages and the Catalogue -387 pages. The
363

to
work under consideration not only the most comprehensive
312 which makes the
Anhialo, but also for the cities of Thrace and
date for the minting of the Roman city of
Lower Moesia.

writing the proposed work is
In the Introduction (pP. 5-7) the motivation for

and chronological and typological
presented, its main obiective, namely the collection
moment, struck for the Roman city of Thrace
systematization of all the known for the
chronological
method of study used, a territorial as well as

Anchialo, coins, and the

the time of Hadrian (n7-r38) to the rule of
range which covers the spam of time from
(48-244) when the coinage ceased to exist'
Gordian

lll

history

of the

problems associated with the
The first chapter (pp. 8-rz) is devoted to the
The main
Roman city during the period under consideration'

as well as a brief description of the
historiographical studies and ancient sources,
a
discussed' The chapter also includes
archeological situation are presented and
The chapter is short in size in view of its
concisebibliography on the city coinage'
objectives and has an introductory character'
stamps of the Anchialo coinage
In chapter Two (pp. r8-rz5), all known reversed
iconography' Here' Mr Tachev follows the
are examined typologically based on their
which the reverse images of urban coinage
trend in numismatic science, according to
of the development of local society in
can provide a reliable data on the specifics

research, y. Tachev systematized the
different aspects of its life. In order to make his
deities' personifications'
images in several main groups: imperial types, Greco-Roman
monuments, including temples and
heroes, Eastern and local deities, architectural
walls, etc' The agonoias well as
altars, and fortification facilities such as gates, curtain
the comparative method is used with the
venationesare also discussed. In the analysis,
pontic cities, but arso those from the interior of the
minting for the other western
Tachev to identify specific
provinces of rhrace and Lower Moesia. This ailows

iconographictypestypicalfortheAnchialoscoinageandpossiblyre|atedto|ocalhistory
rocar municipal elite, often originated
and urbanization, rerigion and preferences of the
but not only' For
or linked in other way with other provinces, mainly Asianic,
are presented in the text with
convenience, the reverse types and their variants
rargest in vorume, with 130 reverse types
iilustrative materiar. This chapter is one of the
the years for the Anchialos
with 149 variants and 16 sub-variants issued throughout
been unknown in science'
coinage. At least 47 reverse types have so far

Thethirdchapter(pp.126-155)dea|swiththecoinlegendsandtheproblems

found on the Anchialos coinage are
they pose. The inscriptions, signatures and symbols
that after the appearance of the
discussed in detair. There is an interesting observation
provincial legate lulius Crassipes (138-139)
first emissions, issued with the name of the
appeared in the city-title' in the next
when the Trajan ic gentiticium oYAfllA for first time
is missing (p. 127). The issue has not
70 years, until 205 AD the imperial gentilicium
and its explanation is yet to come'
been debated, it has only been ascertained,

Thefo|lowing,Fourthchapter,concernsthemetricparametersand
denominationsoftheAnchialoscoinage(pp.156.166).Suchastudyis

in certain pubrications of some
indispensabrebecause of the incorrect determination
standard estabilshed of the
parts of the coins and the rack of a comprete and correct
coinage' Based on the huge
average parameters of all types of the Anchialos
y. Tachev worked with, he offers corrections for the various
numismatic materiar that
includes not only the issues of the
denominations and their indication, and the analysis
regular coinage, but also the medallions'
the previous chapters' looking for the
The Fifth chapter is a logical continuation of
(pp' 167-288)' lt has already been
links between coin seals and emission chronology

presented iconographic types as sources
mentioned above that Mr Tachev accepts the
connection between historical
for local history, which allows him to reveal the direct
to him, the emergence of the
events and the internal dynamics of coinage' According
on which the hero-eponym Anhialos is also

so-called pseudo-autonomous coins,
time of Hadrian (p' 170)'
presented, precedes the regular issues and refers to the
originates from the economic
Tachev believes that the main reason for their occurrence
of the Eponymous hero can also
needs of the community, although the appearance
the proposed idea' Tachev also
lead the study in another direction, without rejecting
of coins with Mark Aurelius' image'
puts forward the hypothesis of coincidental issuing
Young (probably in 147 or shortly
such as caesar, and the image of his wife Faustina
is made between the issuing in the
afteruvards) (p.r83). In this chapter a connection
presented iconography and the
time of the individual emperors, the nominals, the
periods of coinage are clearly
combination of coin stamps. In this way, the distinctive
specifics and iconographic preferences
visibre, and this ailows Tachev to oufline their
but arso to trace the changes that
within the framework of the rure of each emperor,
date of each of the periods
in the coin types in a chronorogicar order. The
have occurred

isaccompaniedbyadetai|edcomment,withSomeadjustmentsbeingmade.Forthe

iilustrative material and tables'
sake of crarity, the chapter is provided with enormous
the previous chapters, chapter six is comparatively

when compared with

significant. rt anaryzes 15 cases
modest in size (pp.2gg-2g6), but not ress scientificaily
last Thracian kings, in ths case
with countermarks starting with the coins of the
of the other urban municipalities in
Rhoemetarces r, and continues with the coins

RomanThrace.Subsequent|y,theAnchia|iccoinsWerealsocountermarked,thus

preservingthemfortheeconomyofthecity.lnaddition,Anchialiccoinsthatwere

rt seems that this practice ceased to
countermarked in other cities were arso studied.
(october / November 21Q exist at the last stage of the coinage for the severans
January 211) (P- 295).

TheSeventhchapter(pp'297-308)dealswiththecoincirculationinAnchia|os
specimens found in archaeological
and its hinterland based on coin hoards and single
in a taburar form and support the
context and ersewhere. They are presented
coins are the basic payment tool within
observations made by Tachev that the Anchiaric

province of Lower
the city and its hinterland, more widely spread to the north, in the
as a
Moesia than in Thrace. Of course, the presented coin hoards can be considered
also suggest
statistical sample only, but the analysis of individual coin treasures could
other directions of the studY'
the
The last, Eighth chapter, deals with a very pressing issue nowadays, namely
and
issue of counterfeits (pp.309-316). Tachev managed to identify antique, medieval
were also
contemporary counterfeits, and five modern copies sold by auction houses
identified.

ln the Conclusion, the results achieved during the study in the different aspects
of the Anchialos coinage are reported.

and
The Bibliography section presents all the numismatic collections, catalogues
used in
auctions, the epigraphic collections, the ancient sources and the bibliography
the work.

The Catalogue, which is an integral part of the presented dissertation, contains
by reverse and reverse
3112 coins which are systemized chronologically, by nominal,
core, current
stamps, metric parameters, position of the stamps relative to the coin
915
place of preservation and primary publication.2SS of the averse stamps and
links
stamps and links between them are identified which allows to trace direct
reversed

odessos'
to the coinage of other cities in the region such as Apollonia, Marcianopolis,
catalogue is made
and Hadrianopolis by identifying a group of common stamps' The
according to the requirements of modern numismatic science'
Tachev
Through the proposed dissertation on Anchialos' coinage, Yanislav
the presentation of the
continues the tradition of the Bulgarian numismatic science for
Yurukova with
coinage of one city within a doctoral dissertation, initiated by Yordanka
comprehensive
the coinage of Hadrianopolis. The presented dissertation is the first
of 3,112 coins'
of Anchialo's coinage, based on an impressive numismatic array

study

'die study' method allows Tachev
The immediate work with the coins using the so-called
that have been already
not onry to express some skepticism with some of the theses
especially related to the
accepted in the bibliography, but also to correct some of them,
innovator - see the
Metric Parameters and Denominations, and in another to be an
,,Fake,, chapter. This work has created a solid foundation for solving a wider range of

author leads to a
issues not onry associated with Anchiaro. The specific styre of the
case it is an author's
significant imbarance between some of the chapters, but in this
decision.

The dissertation summary presents concisely the dissertation work'

The

of the results achieved'
enclosed statement of contributions is an authentic reflection
jury to confer on
All this gives me the reason to recommend to the honorable
yanislav yordanov Tachev the scientific degree "Doctor of Sciences" in 2. Humanities,

professional

field 2.2. History and archeology, scientific specialty Archaeology

(Numismatics).
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